Cambridge city councilors may ban P3 boring stories

Several prominent news writers for The Tech have threatened to leave Cambridge forever if the Cambridge City Council does not permit P3 boring news stories in the city.

P3 boring stories — P3 denotes a class of boring articles that is defined by the National Institute of New (NINE) and is not properly explained anywhere — involve the linkage of thoughts through different sources that results in a totally true product. Opponents of boring stories claim that they fail to get to what the story is about until the fifth paragraph, and therefore pose an unknown health hazard.

Those supporting the articles claim many benefits — they provide needed sleep. To insomnia, do not excite those prone to unknown health hazard. In an unrelated development, Harvard President Derek Bok died yesterday, reading a political column in a local student newspaper.

Is the popularity of dormitory snack bars based on good food and service, or certain unexplained extras? Next week, The Daily Reamer begins a series investigating the "quick" snack racket and what kind of service they really provide.
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